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Trace each word then write it yourself next to the traced word.

Write your own sentence for each of these words.

cat                                               

                                                

                                                

sat                                               

                                                

                                                

mat                                            

                                             

                                                          

van
cap
map
tap
bat

cat
sat
hat
mat
rat
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Finish each sentence by choosing a word from the box. 

Draw a picture of a rat and a hat in the space below.

This              will show us where to find the treasure.

I lost my favourite blue baseball       . 

The   was driving on the road.

There is a   hanging in that tree.

Don’t forget to turn off the              when you’re done.

van cap map tap bat
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Trace each word then write it yourself next to the traced word.

Write your own sentence for each of these words.

bad                                               

                                                

                                                

had                                               

                                                

                                                

can                                            

                                             

                                                          

bad
dad
mad
had
sad

bag
can
man
pan
ran

Finish each sentence by choosing a word from the box. 

Draw a picture of a sun and a bus in the space below.

We all had a              time at the playground today.

I got covered in            when I was playing soccer in the rain.

My sister has a   allergy.

I’d love to stay up late                  I’m already so tired.

We stayed in a little           on our holiday.

dad mad sad bag ran
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Trace each word then write it yourself next to the traced word.

Write your own sentence for each of these words.

cut                                              

                                                

                                                

cup                                               

                                                

                                                

run                                            

                                             

                                                          

fun
run
sun
hut
but

cut
nut
mud
cup
bus

Finish each sentence by choosing a word from the box. 

Draw a picture of a man and a pan in the space below.

I felt   when it was time to say goodbye.

I                  so fast in the relay that our team won the race! 

My    is a doctor, he works at the hospital. 

My sister broke my favourite toy and that made me very              .

My school          feels very heavy with so many books in it.

dad mad sad bag ran
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Trace each word then write it yourself next to the traced word.

Write your own sentence for each of these words.

men                                               

                                                

                                                

ten                                               

                                                

                                                

red                                            

                                             

                                                          

bed
fed
red
leg
peg

pen
hen
men
ten
bet

Finish each sentence by choosing a word from the box. 

Draw a picture of a bug and a mud in the space below.

We   a big hole in the backyard.

I put my hair in a   for ballet class.

I like to         along to the songs on the radio.

We washed our dog in the bath       . 

There is an old                    on the floor under the dining table.

tub dug rug hum bun
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Trace each word then write it yourself next to the traced word.

Write your own sentence for each of these words.

hug                                              

                                                

                                                

mum                                               

                                                

                                                

cub                                            

                                             

                                                          

cub
tub
dug
mug
hug

bug
rug
hum
mum
bun

Finish each sentence by choosing a word from the box. 

Draw a picture of a hen and a pen in the space below.

I   you can’t jump as high as I can.

John broke his            and now he needs to use crutches.

This              is helping to hold the washing on the line. 

My   is so soft and warm. 

We    the ducks at the pond. 

bed fed leg peg bet
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Trace each word then write it yourself next to the traced word.

Write your own sentence for each of these words.

web                                              

                                                

                                                

wet                                               

                                                

                                                

get                                            

                                             

                                                          

pet
vet
get
let
met

wet
jet
set
web
yes

Finish each sentence by choosing a word from the box. 

Draw a picture of a pot and a rod in the space below.

The baby is sleeping in her  . 

I do a   of different sports on the weekend.

The wood is beginning to          and break apart.

There is a blue           on the front of that book.

I put my hat and drink bottle on                     of my deck.

top cot dot lot rot
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Trace each word then write it yourself next to the traced word.

Write your own sentence for each of these words.

got                                              

                                                

                                                

hot                                               

                                                

                                                

not                                            

                                             

                                                          

top
cot
dot
got
hot

lot
not
pot
rot
rod

Finish each sentence by choosing a word from the box. 

Draw a picture of a pet and a vet in the space below.

I will   you borrow my scissors.

The   was very loud as it took off into the sky.

On your marks, get   . Go!

  you may use my crayons.

Today  I   my new teacher.

let met jet set yes
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Trace each word then write it yourself next to the traced word.

Write your own sentence for each of these words.

big                                              

                                                

                                                

dig                                               

                                                

                                                

win                                            

                                             

                                                          

did
hid
kid
big
dig

pig
bin
pin
tin
win

Finish each sentence by choosing a word from the box. 

Draw a picture of a dog and a mop in the space below.

The   made it very hard to see the road ahead.

I went for a   around the block with my dog. 

When the balloon burst it made a very loud          !

The girl started to                    when she fell and hurt her knee.

That man looks like he is about to          the bank.

sob rob jog fog pop
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Trace each word then write it yourself next to the traced word.

Write your own sentence for each of these words.

job                                              

                                                

                                                

log                                               

                                                

                                                

pop                                            

                                             

                                                          

job
sob
rob
dog
jog

fog
log
hop
mop
pop

Finish each sentence by choosing a word from the box. 

Draw a picture of a kid and a pig in the space below.

I   behind the tree so that I could jump out and scare mum.

I always put my rubbish in the  .

We   the jigsaw puzzle together. 

I keep my favourite pencils in a special         .

The teacher used a   to stick my picture up on the wall.

did hid bin pin tin
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Trace each word then write it yourself next to the traced word.

Write your own sentence for each of these words.

hit                                              

                                                

                                                

sit                                               

                                                

                                                

fit                                            

                                             

                                                          

dip
lip
rip
zip
tip

fit
hit
pit
sit
him

Finish each sentence by choosing a word from the box. 

Draw a picture of a zip and a rip in the space below.

I gave   a present for his birthday.

I like to snack on biscuits and          after school. 

I got hit in the face by a ball and now my                               is swollen. 

My dad and I went to the   to get rid of our rubbish.

There is something down in the bottom of that deep                          . 

dip lip tip pit him
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